
Chess Champions

Manisha: ____________________. My name is Manisha Nair and __________ we are

going to ____________________ and the game of __________. It’s

____________________.

__________ more and more schools have chess __________  and chess

__________ for children from _______________ to _______________. In

fact, ____________________ a chess club in a New York City __________ 

__________ made news all over the __________. Their school chess club,

the Panda Pawns, won a __________ playing __________ high school

students. More ____________, ____________ had a story about an

____________-year-old boy from ____________. He won a _____________

State chess tournament for his ___________________. The ____________ 

thing was that he was in the United States for ____________ and didn’t play

chess ____________. It’s all very ____________.

____________, ____________, and ____________ agree that chess is

____________ and that it helps students ____________ useful

____________. I talked to Lauren, a young ____________ from the Panda

Pawns. She enjoyed ____________ the moves of the ____________ pieces

to me. _________________, she told me that bishops __________________

diagonally, but the ____________ can move in any ____________. She also

said that chess is _________________. It helps her “learn _____________

____________.” One of the team’s ____________ said he likes chess

____________ it’s a _________________. Players need ________________

to think. This is good in these times when ____________ makes everything

___________________.



But even so, there are ____________ that ____________ in tournaments

puts ________________________ on very _________________. Today, we

have Dr. David Ochoa here with us to talk about the ____________ and

possible ____________ of ____________ activities for young children. So

Dr. Ochoa, What ________________________? Does playing in a

tournament like this put too much pressure on ____________? Is it

_________________ for them?

Dr. Ochoa: No, I don’t _________________. I’ve been at ____________ of these

tournaments. The children are ____________ about ____________, and

they look like they’re ____________________________________. I think a

lot depends on the ____________ and the ____________. If they are too

____________ and give too much ____________ to ____________, that

isn’t good.

Manisha: ____________ should teachers and parents ____________ when a

________________________?

Dr. Ochoa: Well, ________________, they certainly should not _________________ at

the child. When children lose a game, ____________ them that even the

_________________ lose a lot of games. They can even ____________ the

game _____________________ and then apply ______________________

to ____________ games.

Manisha: ____________ other ____________ would you ____________ parents and

teachers and to the children ____________?

Dr. Bashir: They should ____________ that chess is a game and it’s ____________

____________. If the children aren’t having fun, something isn’t right. Also



________________________ occasionally is a ____________ life lesson.

These children will confront other ____________ in ____________ when

they “lose” — not getting ___________________ on a test, not getting

________________________, and so on. We all need to know how to

manage ____________. Their ____________ with chess will help them

____________ a loss and ____________. As the old saying goes, “You can’t

win ‘em all.”
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